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DYNAMIC 2D VIDEO CROPPED FROM 360-DEGREE VIDEO
ABSTRACT
A system and method are disclosed for providing interesting 2D video formats from 360degree video. The system includes a 360-degree image capturing device paired with a synced
360-degree microphone for audio localization. The system filters to crop 2D frames in four steps:
1) audio identification, 2) visual identification, 3) identifying focus, and 4) object recognition.
The system determines the scene that is to be cropped into 2D video format and crops the 360°
video frame into a 2D video frame that encompasses the identified person or object. The system
then curates or sequences the 2D frames as a story to create the 2D video, which is then
delivered. The tailored 2D videos prevent the viewer from missing important scenes captured in
a 360° video.
BACKGROUND
Generally, users watching a 360-degree video tend to only look ahead for the majority of
the time. So even if they are watching a 360-degree video, they generally only watch the
equivalent of a 2D video and may end up missing or ignoring much of the content.
DESCRIPTION
A system and method are disclosed that crops 2D video frames from 360-degree video to
make more interesting 2D video formats. The system includes a 360-degree image capturing
device paired with a synced 360-degree microphone for audio localization. The system filters to
crop 2D frames in four steps: 1) audio identification, 2) visual identification, 3) identifying
focus, and 4) object recognition. The system determines the scene that is to be cropped as 2D
video formats and crops the 360° video frame into a 2D video that encompasses the identified
person or object. The curated or directed 2D story is narrated and delivered.
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FIG. 1: Method to crop dynamic 2d video from 360-degree video
For audio identification, the system uses the available microphones to identify the source
producing the loudest audio. Visual identification involves scanning each 360-degree video
frame and identifying each person or object in the frame, and their location in the frame (i.e. their
X, Y coordinates on the frame, as well as a bounding box for size). Identifying focus involves
combining the audio and visual identifications to identify the focus of the frame. The system may
determine the narrator based on a number of factors. The person who is speaking and their
direction may be identified by amplitude. The system may use body movements to work out the
likelihood that someone is talking or if the person is gesturing or moving around the frame. If a
person’s mouth is moving they may be identified as talking. Alternatively, the system may use
object recognition to identify a pre-designated focus. Alternatively, the system may even use
computer vision to crop specific objects (e.g. person, landscape, animal) from the frame. This
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may be used, for example, to track a person walking around the room, or a baby crawling
around, or a pet running past. The system based on the applied filters crops the frame to capture
an object. Once the system has identified the person who is most likely talking, it crops the 360degree video frame into a 2D one that encompasses the identified person.
In one example, while holding a video conference with colleagues, the system and
method allows the most relevant people to be on camera. With a 360-degree camera placed in the
center of the room, the system may make the decision based on the aforementioned filters and
crops that person into a 2D video feed. This maybe a single person, or multiple people cropped
into a single 2D video feed.
In a second example, during a family outdoor trip, there are so many things to capture
and look at which may include people, environments and pets/animals. Rather than letting
viewers of 360-degree videos get lost trying to view everything, the system automatically crops
this 360-degree video into a curated/directed 2D story of what is going on. This system and
method might include a 360° video shot of a family at the beach with their dog running past into
the ocean. The user simply shoots a continuous recording of 360-degree video of the
environment. The system may then crop a 2D video from this footage. The video may include
clips of the user holding the camera/recording the video (detected from face recognition), the
ocean, the family gathered nearby setting up beach chairs and a tracking shot following the dog
as it runs past and into the ocean.
The system may deliver automatic stylized videos. If the system has found the most
interesting things in the video frame, it may then include additional transition effects that make
the video more cinematic. For example, it may produce a ‘horror’ themed video by using quick
cuts, and adding an eerie background audio track.
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